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2,901,421 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSFER 0F 

CONTACT MATERIALS 

Jean M. Bour-guet, Westville, Robert l). Drew, Wenonali, 
and Frederick E. Ray, Woodbury, NJ., assignors to 
Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc., a corporation of 
New York 

Application July 12, 1952, Serial No. 295,502 

2li Claims;- (Cl. 20S-»174) 

This application is a continuation-in-part of our ap 
plication Serial Number 210,942, filed in the United 
States Patent Oñice on February 14, 1951, now U.S. 
Patent No. 2,770,504. 

This invention deals with a method and apparatus for 
transfer of granular contact materials from a given loca 
tion to a higher location. It is particularly concerned 
with a method and apparatus for pneumatic transfer of 
contact material in cyclic hydrocarbon conversion sys 
tems and to an improvement in a combination method for 
hydrocarbon conversion in the presence of moving granu* 
lar contact materials. 
The invention may be applied to such processes as 

catalytic cracking, isomerization, hydrogenation, dehy 
drogenation, reforming, hydroforming, aromatization, 
alkylation, cyclicizing, treating and desulfurization of 
petroleum fractions. Also, the invention may be applied 
to coking of hydrocarbons in the presence of granular 
coke or refractory solids, Viscosity reducing of petroleum 
residuums at elevated temperatures, pyrolytic conversion 
processes such as the conversion of propane and ethane 
to unsaturated hydrocarbons'and of methane to acetylene. 
The invention in its broadest forms is not restricted to 
these processes and involves an important improvement 
in pneumatic conveying systems and methods generally 
and particularly where thetransfer of granular solids with 
the least possible amount of breakage and attrition is in 
volved such as the case in applications in which the solids 
are continuously circulated through a closed cyclic 
system. 
The Contact material involved may vary widely in its 

properties depending upon its use. For catalytic hydro 
carbon systems the catalyst may take the form of natural 
or treated clays, bauxites, inert or active carriers irn 
pregnated with certain catalytically active metals or com 
pounds thereof, or synthetic associations of silica, 
alumina, magnesia, chromia, molybdenum oxide, etc., or 
combinations thereof to which may be added small 
amounts of other compounds, usually but not always, 
metallic compounds for specific purposes. When the con 
tact material is employed principally for heat carrying 
purposes as in pyrolytic conversion processes it may take 
the form of any ̀ of a number of refractory materials such 
as fused alumina, mullite, carborundum, zirconium oxide, 
charcoal etc., for coking processes the solid material may 
compriseV of a low activity clay catalyst, petroleum coke, 
pumice or similar materials. The contact material may 
be in the form of pellets, spheres, tablets, pills or irregu 
lar shaped material of palpable particulate form as dis 
tinguished from powdered material. lt should be under 
stood that the term “granular” as employed herein in de 
scribing and claiming this invention is intended to broadly 
cover any of the above forms of contact material. The 
contact material involved in this invention may range 
in size from about 0.005 to 0.5 inch and preferably from 
about 4-20 mesh by Tyler Standard Screen Analysis. 
The density of the material as poured into a measuring 
container may be within the range about 20-130 pounds 
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per cubic foot, and in the case of adsorbents preferably 
within the range about 2560 pounds per cubic foot. 
An important application of this invention involves its 

integration into a continuous catalytic cracking system 
with a resultant greatly improved overall combination 
process. ln such systems the contact material is passed 
cyclically through a conversion Zone wherein it contacts 
a hydrocarbon feed at pressures usually ̀ above atmosL 
pheric and temperatures of the order of 700-1l00° F. 
whereby the feed is converted and then through a regen. 
eration zone wherein a carbonaceous contaminant de 
posited on the catalyst in the conversion zone` is removed 
by burning. When granular catalysts are employed'itvha-s 
been found to be highly desirable to maintain the catalyst 
as a substantially compact bed or column of gravitating 
particles in the conversion and regeneration zones. Until 
recently, continuous bucket elevators were employed ex 
clusively to effect transfer of the catalyst between zones 
in commercial units. Mechanical- elevators have been 
found to impose certain practical limitations on the over 
all unit height and on the amount of catalyst circulated. 
As a result, heretofore all commercial continuous cata‘ 
lytic cracking units of the compact moving, bed type have 
involved side by side arrangement of reactor and kiln 
thereby requiring two elevators and have involved rela 
tively low catalyst circulation rates. It has been found 
desirable to increase catalyst circulation rates in order 
to permit simplification of other par-ts of the system; par 
ticularly the kiln and to arrange the reactor and kiln in 
vertical series so as to require only a single catalyst trans 
fer step per cycle. This could not be done practically 
with existing mechanical transfer devices. It has been 
proposed from time to time to effect the catalyst transfer 
by pneumatic catalyst transfer lifts but the use of pneu 
matic ̀ transfer in these cyclic conversion systems has been 
entirely prevented because of the very high catalyst attri 
tion and breakage encountered in the pneumaticl transfer 
step, and further because of excessive power require 
ments. ` 

It is a major object of this invention to provide‘an 
improved method and apparatus for transferV of granular 
contact materials. 
Another important Objectis the provision of an im~> 

proved cyclic method and apparatus for conversion of 
hydrocarbons in the presence of a moving granular con 
tact material. 
A specific object is the provision of an improved meth 

od and apparatus for pneumatic transfer of granular con‘ 
tact materials without excessive attrition and without ex 
cessive power requirements in a continuous cyclicr process 
for conversion of hydrocarbons. 

Another object is the provision of an improved meth= 
od for operating a system for transferring‘granular solids 
by pneumatic transport. 

Still another object is the provision in a'process‘ where 
in granular solids are transferred upwardly through a 
confined passage in suspension in a lift gas of an im`V 
proved method for eiiïecting separation of the elevated 
solids from the lift gas. 
These and other objects of this invention will become 

apparent from the following description of theii'ivention‘.v 
It was originally believed that in the pneumatic trans 

fer of granular solids` through an upwardly extending ïlift 
passage, maintenance of the lowest gasvelocities which" 
would permit transfer of the solids would result in the 
lowest possible attrition rates. It was discovered, how* 
ever, that at such low rates the attrition of the granular 
solids was Very high. In fact, the attrition in the‘case'of 
catalysts of the most durable type known‘was far in‘ 
excess of that which could be economically tolerated in' 
commercial continuous catalytic cracking systems;` 
Moreover, it was discovered that for a given pneumatic 
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lift installation the rate of catalyst attrition unexpectedly 
fell off very sharply as the rate of gas and catalyst flow 
along the lift passage increased until a critical velocity 
was reached at which attrition was less susceptible to ve 
locity change. Upon further increase in velocity the at 
trition rate again increased but at a more gradual rate. 
It was found that unexpectedly the critical minimum av 
erage gas and catalyst velocity is dependent upon the 
length of the lift passage and that for any given lift pas 
sage the necessary delicacy of control over the attrition 
cannot be attained at average gas and catalyst velocities 
below the critical minimums. It was also discovered that 
the catalyst attrition rate could be further substantially 
reduced by maintaining the linear rate of catalyst ilow 
as it emerges from the upper end of the lift passage below 
a critical maximum above which the rate of attrition in 
creased at an extremely rapid rate. It was further dis 
covered that for lifts above certain heights, it is neces 
sary to elfect a substantial deceleration of the catalyst in 
the upper portion of the lift in order to provide stream 
velocities both in the lower section of the lift and at the 
upper end thereof which together result in the lowest 
overall catalyst attrition rate. 

In a preferred form, this invention involves a cyclic 
continuous catalytic conversion system in which the cata 
lyst is passed cyclically through reaction and catalyst re 
generation zones: and in which the catalyst is circulated 
by means of a substantially vertical pneumatic lift, where 
in the average rate of gas iiow is maintained above a 
certain critical minimum which will be discussed herein 
after and below a certain maximum, while the gas flow 
rate is further controlled to maintain the velocity of the 
catalyst discharging from the upper end of the lift pass 
age 1nto a separation or settling chamber below a critical 
maximum which will be discussed in detail hereinafter. 
The invention may be most readily understood by ref 

erence to the attached drawings of which: 
Figure 1 is an elevational view, partially in section, of 

a_ preferred arrangement and application of this inven 
tion; 

Figure 2 is a detailed sectional view of a portion of 
the apparatus shown in Figure l; 

Figure 3 is a graph showing the relationship between 
catalyst average velocity and attrition rate in the opera 
t1on_of pneumatic lifts of the type here involved; 

Figure 4 is a similar graph showing relationship be 
tween catalyst equilibrium velocity at the bottom of the 
lift pipe and the attrition rate; 

Figure 5 is a similar graph showing the relationship 
between pressure drop and catalyst equilibrium velocity; 

» Figure 6 is a similar graph showing the relationship 
between catalyst average velocity and the ratio of cata 
lyst head in the lift pipe to total pressure drop; 

Figure 7 is a graph showing the manner in which static 
pressure varies along the lift for several different gas flow 
rates; 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 are graphs showing the relationship 
between other variables in the operation of pneumatic 
lifts of the type here involved; 
_ Figures l1~l8 inclusive are elevational views, in sec 
t1on, of a number of modified forms of the lift pipe in 
volved in this invention; 

Figure 19 is a graph showing the relationship between 
the total air supply rate and catalyst attrition in a typical 
coäirnercial size continuous catalytic cracking system; 
an . 

Figure 20 is an elevational view, partially in section, 
showing still another modified arrangement of this inven 
tion. 
The figures representing apparatus structure and ar 

rangement are, of course, highly diagrammatic in form. 
Turnmg now to Figure l, there is shown a typical ap 

plication of this invention in a cyclic continuous moving » 
bed catalytic cracking process. In the drawing, there iS 
Shown a reactor 10 which is adapted to confine a mov 
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4 
ing compact bed of catalyst and which internally may in 
corporate those features by now well known to the art 
for accomplishing uniform flow, contacting, engaging and 
disengaging of the catalyst and reactant. Catalyst enters 
the reactor through a gravity feed leg 11, which may be 
of the type disclosed and claimed in United States Patent 
Number 2,410,309, and catalyst is withdrawn from the 
reactor via two or more conduits 12 and 13 from which 
it flows through branch conduits 14 to the upper end of 
a catalyst regenerator 15. The withdrawal system may 
be similar to that now disclosed and claimed in applica 
tion Serial Number 132,067, filed in the United States 
Patent Office on December 9, 1949, now U.S. Patent No. 
2,536,625. Vaporized hydrocarbon feed, for example, a 
50G-900° F. gas oil cut may enter the upper section of 
the reactor via pipe 17. The feed may be preheated in 
a heater not shown to a temperature of the order of 700 
950° F. A suitable high boiling liquid hydrocarbon feed 
may be supplied into the reactor via pipe 18, either cold 
or in preheated condition. The internal liquid feed a1’ 
rangement may be similar to that disclosed in applica 
tion Serial Number 719,724, filed in the United States 
Patent Office on January 2, 1947, now U.S. Patent No. 
2,574,850. The cracked lower boiling gaseous hydrocar 
bon products may be withdrawn from the lower section 
of the reactor via pipe 20. The internal arrangement as 
sociated with pipe 20 may be similar to that disclosed 
and claimed in United States Patents 2,458,498 and 
2,459,096. A suitable inert seal gas such as steam or 
ilue gas may be supplied to an upper seal zone in the re 
actor via pipe 21. The rate of seal gas supply is main 
tained by differential pressure controller 15 suiiicient to 
control the pressure in the seal zone slightly above that 
in the reaction Zone proper. Similarly, a seal and purge 
gas is admitted into the lower section of the reactor via 
pipe 22 to purge gaseous hydrocarbons from the ellluent 
catalyst. It should be understood that the word “gase 
ous” as employed herein in describing and claiming this 
invention is intended in a broad sense as covering ma 
terials in the gaseous phase under the particular operat 
ing conditions involved regardless of what may be the 
phase of such materials under ordinary atmospheric con 
ditions. The reactor may be operated at a pressure near 
or somewhat above or below that in the kiln. When the 
reactor pressure is substantially above that in the kiln it 
may be desirable to provide a depressuring zone in the 
legs l2 and 13. 

While the invention is not limited thereto the kiln 
shown is of annular shape so as to provide a central 
shaft through which a lift conduit 25 extends. The kiln 
is provided with a central air inlet 26 and flue gas out 
lets t6 and 19 adjacent either end, A bank of cooling 
tubes is provided in the lower section of the kiln sup 
plied with a suitable cooling liquid or gas via pipe 27. 
Cooling fluid leaves these tubes via pipe 28. Suitable 
internal arrangements for the kiln here shown are dis 
closed and claimed in application Serial Number 186,953, 
filed in the United States Patent Oflice September 27, 
i950, now U.S. Patent No. 2,695,220, and Serial Num 
ber 186,954, filed in the United States Patent Office Sep 
tember 27, 1950, now abandoned. 
The catalyst passes from kiln 15 via two or more 

pipes and 31 as compact streams delivering onto corn 
pact gravity feed legs in pipes 32 and 33 respectively. 
These legs are vented to the atmosphere on their upper 
ends, and suitable flow measuring devices may be pro 
vided in association therewith. 
The catalyst delivers fro-m legs 32 and 33 onto a bed 

29 thereof in a lift feed tank 34. A substantially verti 
cal tapered lift pipe 25 extends upwardly from a loca 
tion under the surface of the bed 29 and intermediate 
the ends of tank 34 to a location within and intermediate 
the ends of a combination settling-surge vessel 3d which 
is positioned a substantial distance above the reactor l0. 
AA flared mouth piece y35 is connected by flange 37 to the 
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lower end of the lift pipe 25. This mouth piece is prefer» 
ably flared outwardly along a curve, approximately _a 
hyperbolic spiral. A detailed view, in section, of th1s 
mouth piece is shown in Figure 2. The design of the 
dared mouth piece is disclosed and claimed in detail in 
application Serial Number 211,343, filed in the United 
States Patent Oûice February 16, 1951, now U.S. Patent 
No. 2,770,503. It is emphasized at this point -that by the 
expressions lower end of lift passage and lower end of lift 
stream as employed herein in describing this invention, 
the lower end of the lift pipe 25 above the flared mouth 
piece 35, Le., at the level of flange 37 is intended and 
these expressions are not to be construed as meaning 
the lower end of the mouth piece. 
A conduit 38 having, if desired, a perforated conical 

roof 201 located directly below and preferably at least 
partly Within the ñared mouth piece 35 is provided for 
introduction of primary lift gas substantially directly into 
the lift passage without the necessity of its flow through 
any substantial portion of the bed 29. A number of ver 
tical cylindrical vanes 200 are arranged within and con 
centrically with respect the upper discharge portion of 
conduit 38 so as to divide the discharge portion of conduit 
38 and the roof piece 201 into a plurality of concentric 
passages. Rings 202 attached to the lower end of the 
vanes form restricted slot openings to vthose passages 
from below. This arrangement insures uniform distri 
bution of the primary air to all portions of the lift passage 
cross-section. In arrangements of the type described, 
the width of the annular passage 203 between the mouth 
piece 35 and gas inlet distributor cone 201 will vary de 
pending upon the dimensions of the lift pipe. As an ex 
ample, for a 20" diameter lift pipe, 200 feet high, the 
width of the annular passage 203 was about 2 inches. 
Conduit 39 is a catalyst drain employed only when the 
unit is shut down. A ring partition 40 is arranged within 
the feed tank to provide an annular secondary gas plenum 
chamber 41. Secondary gas is supplied this plenum 
chamber from manifold 42 via pipes 43 and 44, bearing 
control valves 45 and 46 respectively. A downwardly 
facing ring type angle bathe @.7 is provided to form a 
means for distributing secondary gas into the bed 29. 
Oriíices 48 communicate the plenum chamber 41 with 
the space under baille 47. The secondary gas in order 
to reach the lift passage must pass through a portion of 
the feed tank in which, at least in the absence of gas 
flow, there exists a substantial thickness of compact cata 
lyst mass or bed between the distributors 47 and the 
lower end of mouth piece .35. 

It has been found that the rate of catalyst entry into 
the lift can be regulated by control of the rate of sec 
ondary gas flow and, that once this is set, the total gas 
velocity, catalyst velocity and stream density in the lift 
can be regulated by control of the primary air suppl‘. 
This method of operation is broadly disclosed and claimed 
in application Serial Number 76,017, filed in the United 
States Patent Oflice February 12, 1949, now U.S. Patent 
No. 2,666,731. The improved method of transferring 
catalyst from the kiln to the lift feed tank in combination 
with the pressure type lift is disclosed and claimed in 
United States application Serial Number 80,866, filed 
March 1l, 1949, now U.S. Patent No. 2,697,685. The 
lift gas which may be air, steam or flue gas, for example, 
is drawn through conduit 50 into .the blower by which 
it is forced through line burner 52 wherein it is heated 
and then via conduit 53 to supply manifolds 42 and 3S. 
The pressure at the blower 51 is maintained constant by 
pressure regulating controller 54 which controls the 
speed of the turbine 55. Other things being equal the 
pressure at the inlet to the mouth piece 35 will increase 
with increasing catalyst throughput rates. Hence, by 
setting the pressure regulating controller 59 at a given 
pressure, the rate of secondary air iiow can be main 
tained substantially constant through actuation of con 
trol va1ve60 by controller 59. The total rate of gas 
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6 
supply is maintained constant at any desired set valve 
by means of oriñce 61, ilow regulating controller 62 and 
control valve 63. `Once the controller 62 is set, an in 
crease in secondary air flow is accompanied by an auto 
matic equal decrease in primary air flow. lf desired for 
less preferable operations, the preheating of the lift gas 
may be omitted. 
The lift pipe 25 shown is of tapered construction sub 

stantially along its entire length, having its greatest cross 
section at its upper end. A partition 66 is arranged 
across the vessel 36 shortly below the upper end of the lift 
pipe to divide the vessel into an upper settling chamber 
67 and a «lower catalyst surge chamber 69. Three con 
centric rings of pipes 70, 'l1 and 72 extend through 
the partition 66 for transfer of catalyst from the set 
tling chamber to the surge chamber. Pipes in ring 70 
terminate in a plane sloping down at approximately the 
angle of repose of the catalyst (25»40‘7 with the hori 
zontal) depending upon the catalyst toward the outlet 
from chamber 69, which is the upper end of the gravity 
feed leg 11. The pipes in rings 71 and '72 terminate in 
their lower ends in similar planes at higher levels in the 
chamber 69. Flow restricting orifices (not shown) are 
provided within the pipes 70, 71 and 72, near the lower 
ends thereof. The pipes '70, 71 and 72 terminate on 
their upper ends in what would be the surface of a 
cone having its apex central-ly above the upper end of 
the lift pipe. 

In operation, the major portion of the catalyst will pass 
downwardly as a compact stream through the ring of 
pipes having their lower ends nearest above the surface 
level of the bed in chamber 69. The throttling orifices 
within the pipes in any ring of pipes 70, 71 and 72 
are sized to handle most of but less than all of the total 
catalyst circulation, most of the remainder of the flow 
passing through the ring of pipes terminating on their 
upper ends at the next higher level in chamber 67. Only 
a very small ñow of catalyst will occur through those 
pipes having their lower ends below the bed surface in 
chamber 69. This arrangement permits transfer of the 
catalyst settling on the partition 66 down onto the bed 
inthe surge chamber as throttled Compact streams, there~ 
by avoiding the impact which would be involved in free 
drop of the catalyst discharged from the lift onto the 

This helps to reduce at~ 
trition and breakage of the catalyst. A ring baflle 170 
extends centrally up from the partition 66 to a level which 
substantially corresponds to the level of the upper end 
of the lift pipe when the unit is in normal operation and 
'which is above the level of the upper end of the lift pipe 
when temperatures in the unit are low and the lift pipe 
has contracted. The baffle 170 prevents overflow of 
catalyst into the lift pipe when the unit is shut down 
after operation. A sleeve 172 extends up from the bot 
tom of chamber 69 to which it is tightly fastened to a 
level shortly above the partition 66. A lip baffle ’73 con 
nected to the end of pipe 25 overhangs the upper end of 
sleeve 172 so as to prevent catalyst escape through the 
sleeve. An annular passage is left between the baffles 73 
and 170, which in effect serves the purpose of an over 
flow for catalyst when the bed level on the partition 66 
becomes too high. A cylindrical baille 74- closed on its 
upper end is supported centrally above the lift pipe and 
below the top of the settling chamber. This baffle prevents 
direct straight line flow between the gas outlet 75 in the 
top of chamber 67 and the upper end of the lift passage 
and provides an indirect passageway 76 for flow of gas 
from the separation chamber along the path indicated by 
the flow arrows. The lower end of the bañle 74 should 
preferably be suñ‘iciently close to the upper end of the 
lift pipe to cause a reversal in the direction of flow of 
most of the lift gas before it leaves the chamber 67. The 
stream of catalyst suspended in lift gas is rapidly ex 
panded as it enters the settling chamber 67 which is of 
substantially greater horizontal cross-sectional area than 
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the upper end ofy the lift conduit, whereby the stream 
velocity rapidly decreases and the catalyst shot up into 
the chamber 67, decelerates until it reaches a level where 
its direction of ilow is reversed as it falls by gravity onto 
the accumulation on partition 66. A small side stream 
of catalyst may be withdrawn from the bottom of cham 
ber 69 via pipe W to an elutriator not shown, for re 
moval of any fines formed and the scrubbed catalyst is 
then returned to the cyclic system at a suitable location 
such as the feed tank 34. 
The present invention relates particularly to the con 

struction of the tapered lift 25 and to the control of the 
operation thereof in a manner described in detail here 
inafter which permit pneumatic transfer of granular con 
tact material without excessive attrition and breakage 
thereof, and to the resulting overall greatly improved 
cyclic conversion process. It will be understood that 
while the system described represents a preferred form of 
the invention, the construction arrangement andV opera 
tion of the reactor, kiln, lift feed receptacle and separator 
may be modiiied considerably within the scope of this 
invention. Thus, the invention is not necessarily limited 
to mixed vapor and liquid feeds to the reactor nor to 
the details of reactor and kiln design shape and relative 
arrangement shown. For example, the reactor and kiln 
may be arranged side by side and two lifts employed to 
effect the catalyst circulation. lf desired, pressure lock 
systems may be employed in place of the gravity feed leg 
described; Also, the lift feed tank design may be modi 
fied and only a single lift gas supply employed. However, 
it should be understood, that because ofthe tlexibility 
of the primary and secondary lift gas arrangement with 
respect to variation and control yover the total rate of 
lift gas fiow without necessarily affecting the’rate of 
catalyst circulation, the use of that arrangement in con 
nection with this invention is preferable and decidedly 
advantageous. 

It is contemplated that means other thanthat disclosed.` 
may be employed for controlling the relative rates of 
primary and secondary gas flows such as, for example, the 
use of a three way valve at the junction of conduits 53, 3S 
and 42. Such an arrangement is shown in United States 
application Serial Number 76,017, tiled February 12, 
1949, now US. Patent No. 2,666,731. While the use of 
the flared mouth piece 35, as described, in itself helpsr 
to `reduce catalyst attrition, it is contemplated that the 
mouthpiece may be omitted or modified in shapein the 
broader and less preferred forms of the invention. Also, 
it is contemplated that a simple expanded settling cham 
ber or even a gas-solids separator of other type, for eX 
ample, an impingement separator, may be substituted for 
the combination separator-surge vessel in broader but less 
preferred forms of this invention. 

lt has been found that if the average gas and catalyst 
velocities in the pneumatic lift passage fall below a cer 
tain critical minimum which depends upon certain fea 
tures of the lift pipe hereinafter discussed, the catalyst 
attrition rate will increase very rapidly for even small 
increments of gas and catalyst velocity decline. This is 
well illustrated by the plot shown in Figure 3 in which 
the abscissa represents catalyst average velocity or cata 
lyst average equilibrium velocity and the ordinate repre 
sents catalyst attrition rate in tons per day per 100 tons 
per hour catalyst throughput. The catalyst average equi 
librium velocity may be defined as the excess of the gas 
average velocity under the conditions of temperature and 
pressure involved over the catalyst average terminal ve 
locity. This average terminal velocity is the averaged 
terminal velocity of all the particles averaged for the 
entire length of the lift passage. ln other words, the 
total average linear gas velocity Ug is equal to the cata 
lyst average equilibrium velocity plus the catalyst aver 
age terminal velocity over the entire length of the lift 
passage. lt has been found that in general the catalyst 
average velocity for a given tapered lift conduit designed 
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8. 
in accordance'with this invention is approximately'equal 
to the'catalyst average equilibrium velocity.vk The’data' 
plotted in Figure 3 was taken in actual operation of aÃ` 
200 foot high tapered lift pipe having an internal'diam‘ 
eter of- 153/8 inches-at its lower-'end and 20% inches»V 
at its upper end. As can be'seen from Figure-3 in‘thef 
casel of this particular system, there ?is vaY definite mini-` 
mum and break in the velocity-attrition curve' at a catalyst’ 
average equilibrium velocity of 'approximately ~25^feet 
per second. The critical averagey minimum gas velocity 
for this lift pipe is 25 feet per secondl plus the average ' 
terminal velocity for the particles underl the average'com' 
ditions in the lift pipe. It has been found from a‘study 
of a number of diiferent liftl pipes that the critical 
average minimum gas velocity increaseswith increasing 
overall length of lift pipe, and for a given lift pipe 'the' 
critical minimum gas velocity in'the’lift pipe 'is progres* 
sively greater at successively lower levels. 
found that for a given lift pipe the critical catalyst equi 
librium velocity at the lower end of the lift‘pipe' is sub 
stantially twice the average critical catalyst equilibrium 
velocity. 

In Figure 4, there is shown a plot of the catalyst equie.V 
librium velocity at the lower end of the same lift pipe 
involved in the case of Figure 3 against the catalyst' 
attrition rate. The date for Figure 4 'was taken at’ca‘ta'` 
lyst throughput rates within the range about 41-54 tons 
per hour. 

It will be noted that above the critical minimum veloc 
ity the catalyst attrition Yrate gradually increases but at’ 
a substantially lower rate than below the minimum veloc 
ity. While the invention is not to' be construed as> re 
stricted to any particular theory set forth hereiníin an 
attempt to ’explain the criticalY and unforeseeable results 
herein'described, it is presently believed that the rapid 
increase in attrition below the minimum velocity may be 
due to the tendency for catalyst surging or reñuxing in 
the lift pipe which refluxing is eliminated at and above 
the critical catalyst and gas velocities.' Above’ these criti 
cal velocities the catalyst attrition rate gradually increases 
for two reasons, first because as will be pointed out here 
inafter, it has been found that aside from attrition losses 
within the lift pipe itself a separate or additional catalyst 
attrition occurs in the catalyst-gas separation and catalyst 
collection step in the separator at the upper end ofthe 
lift pipe, which additional attrition increases with in~ 
creasing catalyst actual velocity at the upper end of the 
lift pipe, and secondly because above a certain maximum 
velocity within the lift the attrition caused by catalyst 
particle intercollision and collision withA the lift pipe 
wall becomes appreciable and rapidly increases with fur 
ther velocity increase. 

While in the particular apparatus tested the design was 
such that the attrition occurring in the lift passage itself 
and that occurring in the separator could not be sepa 
rated, it is believed that where the design is such that 
attrition occurring in the separator is not appreciable, 
there should be a substantial range of gas velocities in 
the lift pipe above the critical minimum and below a 
maximum, within which range the rate of catalyst attri 
tion is substantially constant or increases only at a very 
low rate with gas velocity increases. 
this may be found in Figure 5 which is a plot of catalyst 
equilibrium velocity at the lower end of the lift pipe vs. 
pressure drop across the entire length of the lift pipe 
per 100 tons per hour catalyst throughput. r[he same 
lift pipe is involved in Figures 3, 4 and 5. 

It has been found that the point of minimum attrition 
also happens to be the point of minimum pressure drop 
as may be seen by comparison of the curves in Figures 
4 and 5. This is also brought out by the curves shown 
in Figure 6 in which power efficiency and the ratio of the 
catalyst head in the same lift pipe to total pressure drop 
across the lift pipe are plotted against the catalyst aver 
>age equilibrium velocity. By comparison of Figures 3 

It has been" 

An indication of’V 
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and 6 it will be noted that` at the same critical velocity 
of approximately 25 feet per second at which the attri 
tion rate is lowest in Figure 3, the ratio of the catalyst 
head in the lift to total pressure drop is a maximum. 
The catalyst head in the lift represents the weight in 5 
pounds of catalyst in the entire lift pipe at any‘instant 
divided by the average horizontal cross-sectional area of 
the lift in square inches. If the catalyst throughput rate 
is maintained‘constant while the gas rate is increased 
the pressure drop across the total length of the lift grad 
ually decreases until it becomes substantially equal to 
the catalyst head. As stated, this is the critical point at 
which pressure drop across the lift is at a minimum, 
catalyst attrition is at a minimum and the overall power 
efiiciency is at a maximum. 'Ihe power efliciency is 
calculated by dividing the useful work done, i.e., the prod 
uct of the pounds of catalyst lifted per unit of time and 
the distance lifted divided by the power supplied in the 
gas stream entering the lift lfeed tank,'(i.e. the work 
per same unit of time involved in gas expansion across 
the lift pipe) assuming nolrecoverable power in the gas 
withdrawn from the separator. In the curve shown in 
Figure 6, for operating conditions in the lift at which 
there is no re?luxing the ratio: t l 

Catalyst head in lift pipe ̀ > 
Total pressure drop across lift pipe 

has been found to be equal to the ratio: 

(Average critical catalyst equilibrium velocity 
Average actual catalyst equilibrium velocity 

In view of the above, a convenient method for con 
trolling the operation of the pneumatic lift is to set the 
catalyst throughput rate at the circulation rate ‘required 
in the cyclic conversion system by adjusting the amount 
of secondary lift gas supply; and then while observing 
the total pressure drop across the lift pipe, adjusting the 
primary gas stream and thus the total gas throughput 
until a point of minimum pressure drop for the set cata~ 
lyst ñow rate is reached. Since the static pressure ̀ at 
the lower end of the lift pipe is proportional to the total 
pressure drop across the lift pipe and equal thereto when 
the pressure in the receiving chamber is atmospheric, 
the operation may be conveniently Vaccomplished by ad 
justing the volumetric rate of catalyst entry into the lift 
passage to the desired value and then adjusting the total 
volumetric rate of gas supply to the lift passage to main 
tain the total pressure at the lower end of the lift pas 
sage substantially at a minimum. It is preferred to oper 
ate at gas flow rates at or not more than Ibetween about 
2 to 20 percent and preferably between about 4 to 6 
percent above those at which the minimum pressure drop 
is observed. It will be understood that in reaching the 
desirable total gas flow rate for a given fixed catalyst flow 
rate several adjustments in the secondary and total gas 
flow control valves may be necessary and the expression 
“regulating the rate of catalyst entry into4 the lower ̀ end 
of the lift pipe” and equivalent expression, as used herein 
are intended to broadly included such adjustments. It 
has been found that while the static pressure at the lower 
end of the lift stream should be maintained atlthe critical . 
minimum value in order to limit catalyst attrition to a 
minimum, this does not necessarily correspond to the 
point of minimum static pressure at intermediate levels 
along the lift passage. This may be understood by ref 
erence to Figure 7 wherein there is shown the manner in 
which the static pressure varies at different levels along 
the lift passage for several diiferent rates of gas llow.’> 
The data presented in Figure 7 are based on the opera 
tion of a commercial size tapered lift pipe having a diam 
eter 25.6 inches and 39.3 inches at its lower and upper 
ends respectively and an overall height of 234 feet, using 
a bead form synthetic gel cracking catalyst. The operat 
ing conditions and data for the several curves A, B, C 
and D are summarized in Table I. l, 
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Table I 

Catalyst Air Catalyst Relative 
Curve R e, Rate, Temp. Attrition Operating Condi 

Tons/ s.e.f.m to Litt, Rates tion 
Hour ° F. 

A ..... -_ 212 l1, 700 884 169 Catalyst Re 
fluxing. 

B ll, 900 885 133 Incipient Re 
ñuxing. 

C ..... -_ 224 12, 100 875 128 Air Rate shortly 
` l above that for 

reñuxîng. 
D ..... ._ 220 14, 300 . 897 545 Excessive Air 

l Rate. 

Curve ̀ A corresponds to an operation where the air 
rate has dropped precisely to the point where a small 
amount of catalyst refluxing occurs in the lift. It will 
be noted that for this condition the static pressure at 
the base of the lift is above the minimum value and the 
catalyst attrition` is beginning to rise. Upon a relatively 
small further` decrease `in air rate the pressure at the 
lower end of the lift and the catalyst attrition rate would 
shoot up very rapidly. It will be noted that the pressure 
and the attrition have reached substantially minimum 
values at the point of incipient reñuxing, curve B, which 
represents ther critical break point. Because of the precip 
itous manner in which pressure drop and attrition will 
rise for very small percentage decrease in air velocity 
below that `corresponding to incipient refluxing, it has 
been »found to `be preferable as a practical matter to 
operate the system at `air velocities slightly in excess of 
those corresponding to incipient surging, curve C, repre 
senting the preferred operation. It should be noted that 
while the ̀ pressure. at the~ bottom of the lift is identical 
for curves B ̀ and C, `the static pressure at intermediate 
points is slightlyrlower yfor curve C than for curve B. 
Upon further‘increase in air flow rate, the attrition rises 
at a ,substantial rate whilethe static pressure at inter 
mediate levels drops further, Upon further very sub 
stantial` increases> in the rate of air flow, a point will be 
reached at which the static pressure at the base of the 
lift willincrease above ̀ the minimum value. As stated 
above, it has been found preferable to operate at gas dow 
rates `at `or not more ̀ than 2 to 20 percent above those 
at which the minimum pressure drop is iìrst observed. 
This corresponds to a condition of minimum static pres 
sure at the lowerend of ‘the lift ,passage and to a con 
dition of static pressure at intermediate levels along the 
passage which is slightly below that corresponding to the 
pressure at incipient surging but above the minimum 
which could be attained atsubstantially greater gas iiow 
rates. „ 

. Expressing the desired operation in another way, the 
rate of linear 'gas` iiow in the lift pipe should be con 
trolled so that the pressure drop across the lift is within 
a low pressure range deñned on one side by a minimum 
gas rate below which ̀ the pressure drop increases rapidly 
ydue to increase in catalyst stream density and catalyst 
reñuxing or surging in the lift passage and defined on the 
other side by ̀a maximum above which the pressure drop 
increases rapidly due to factors other than the contact 
material ñowing in the lift passage, for example power 
losses in gas expansion, »gas friction against the walls, 
etc. Operations of the above type are the subject matter 
of ‘claims of United States Patent Number 2,770,504. 

It has been discovered that the critical catalyst aver 
age equilibrium velocity varies depending upon the length 
of the lift pipe and the ratioof the maximum to mean 
cross-section of the lift passage. For all operations where 
the catalyst equilibrium velocity at the upper end of the 
lift passagey is equal to or above zero, i.e.` where the 
lift passage does not ilare out very sharply near its upper 
end, it has been found that in order to prevent excessive 
and prohibitive‘catalyst attrition rates the average critical 
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catalyst equilibrium velocity Uemg) should be at least 
equal to: 

Amaxn 
AEDEP 

and for »still better operations at least equal to: 

meal] 

and preferably at least equal to: 

Hence, the average linear velocity of the lift gas through 
the lift passage must be at least equal to that conforming 
to the expression, 

, f vA 

Usme.)=Cams+0.5<si0+o.12H,)-_Àmâ: 
. mena 

Preferably the average linear gas velo-city (Ug(„,e_)) 
should at least be equal to that conforming to the expres 
sion ~ 

where 'Ht is the total length of the lift passage in feet, 
Amm and Amanare. respectively ,the maximum and mean 
horizontal cross-sectional areas -in square -feet for lflow 
in the liftpassa-ge, and Cmvg) is the average terminal 
velocity through said lift passage in feet perß second of 
the average sized granules of catalyst. The catalyst termi 
nal velocity -is that vgas velocity which will Ajust -ñoat the 
catalyst »granule in question Iunder the particular .oper 
ating conditions of temperature pressure and V’li-ft> gas 
involved. The catalystfterminal velocity `may be Í'readily 
calculated for any givenfcatalyst »and operating >conditions 
by use of equations and published data ̀ well known to 
those skilled inthe art. The-average catalyst terminal 
velocity is calculated on Lthe basis of theaveragetempera 
ture and pressure `in vthe lift passage, :which -in turn are 
averaged «on a volumetricincrement-basis. The average 
linear gas velocity is calculate-d Yby dividing the average 
volume of the total gas throughput ~in vcubic feet per sec 
ond under they average temperature landpress‘ure condi 
tions ̀ in the lift pipe by the average'horizontal:cross-sec 
tional area Vofthe lift passage. The average area Ais the 
quotient >of the total lift passage volume ‘divided by the 
lift height. l 

It should :be understood that unless otherwise stated, 
the term linear velocity as applied lto¿gas~ñow1in the lift 
passage is intended to meanractual velocity based-onthe 
total free cross section in the pipe less catalyst. 
At the lower end of --the :lift -passage the linear Agas 

velocity should be broadly atleast equalto thatconform 
ing‘to the equation 

and preferably at least equal to kthat conforming :to the 
equation: 

. where Cmom is the catalystterrninal-velocity at-the lower 
end‘of the lift pipe. _ 
>Whilecontrol of the averagelineargas velocity-»above 

the minimum levels >above specified _willin -generaLinsure 
suitable minimum gas velocities all along the _liftîpass‘age 
and the ̀ invention is considered >broad __thereto, neverthe 
less, for closericontrol in accordance with ‘the preferred 
form ofjthis invention the gas velocity Ug'at any-»level 
along at least ̀ the lower 5075 percent of the >lift passage 
length and preferably `along substantially theentire lift 
passage length from its lower end, 'just 4above-the mouth 
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prieçe, to its `upper end should’ be at least equal to that 
>conforming 'to the relation ' 

where -H is the distance in feet below the rupper end of 
said'passage >to the level in question, Ht is the total length 
of said lift passage in feet, Amm, is _the maximum hori 
zontal ̀ cross-sectional area of ~said passage in square feet, 
Ama,n -is the mean cross-sectional area of said passage 
in square feet, and Ct is the terminal velocity of granular 
material of the average size at the level in question. Even 
better operation may be obtained if the minimum linear 
gas velocity ismaintained at least equal to ` 

The best operation and least catalyst` attrition may be 
obtained if Ug is maintained at least equal to 

mean 

' vIt has further »been found that as the catalyst average 
actual equilibrium velocity rises above the catalyst aver' 
age critical equilibrium velocity the rate of `catalyst at 
trition gradually rises as sho'wn in Figure 8 in which the 
catalyst attrition rate and power efficiency of the pneu 
matic lift are plotted against the ratio of catalyst aver 
age critical equilibrium velocity to catalyst average actual 
equilibrium velocity. ' 

In ̀ connection with the data plotted in Figure 8, it was 
found that the ratio: 

Catalyst ave. equilibrium vel. (critical) 
Catalyst ave."equilibriurn vel. (actual) 

was „equal to the ratio: 
»Catalyst head #/in.2 > 

1 Pressurejdrop across lift-if?/in.Z 

for all values of the iirst ratio of 1.0 or less. 
‘In all cases according to the present invention the 

average ¥linear gas velocity in the lift passage must be 
maintainedl broadly below that conforming ̀to the equation, 

_Ug(av_e.)=ct(ave.)+14 Ue(ave.) 
where Ueœweò is the catalyst average equilibrium velocity 
and Cum) is thecatalyst average terminal velocity and 
wherefUemeJis broadly at least equal to: 

mean 

more advantageously at least equal to 

AIIHLX 'UqaveJP--ÜÄQQß-l-12H0? 
EOBD 

and/preferably »at least Yequal to 
.Amalia 
Aimea‘n 

4*It was also `discovered that 'aside from the catalyst 
attrition arising from insufficient or excessive gas and 
catalyst velocities vwithin the lift passage additional 
attrition is encountered in the gas-solid separation step 
and that‘this attrition skyrockets unless the actual catalyst 
velocity at» the upperend of the lift passage is maintained 
below a critical _maximum of about 35 yfeet per second. 
This is shown in Figures 9 and l0 in which the catalyst 
attritionrrate is plotted against the catalyst equilibrium 
velocity and catalyst >actual velocity respectively at the 
upper end of the lift passage. They velocity values given 

N' 
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in these curves are believed to be accurate within about 
i5 feet per second. In view of the above, in the pre 
ferred form of this invention, not only should the gas 
velocity be maintained above a critical minimum below 
which refluxing of catalyst and excessive pressure drops 
and attrition rates are `encountered but also the iìow in 
the upper portion of the lift passage should be controlled 
so that the catalyst velocity does not exceed a critical 
maximum vabove which additional excessive attrition will 
occur. In general, the average catalyst actual linear 
velocity at the upper end of the lift passage should be 
below about 35 feet per second and preferably below 
about 25 feet per second. It is preferred to maintain 
the average particle velocity at the upper end of the lift 
passage broadly above about 5.0 feet per second and pref 
erably above about 10 feet per second. By the expression 
average catalyst velocity at the upper end of the lift pipe 
as discussed above and as employed in claiming this in 
vention is meant the average of the linear velocities of 
the catalyst particles at the upper end of the lift pipe. 

It has been found that if the catalyst rate is too low at 
the upper end of the lift passage, refluxing tends to occur 
in the upper portion of the lift passage with resultant 
increase in catalyst attrition. Thus, for a commercial 
tapered lift pipe having a diameter of about 39.3 inches 
at its upper end and employing a synthetic silica-alumina 
gel bead catalyst it was found that the attrition goes 
through an absolute minimum within the general range 
about 13-23 feet per second and more closely within the 
range about 15-2() feet per second as is shown by the “ 
data in Table II. 

Table II 

Catalyst Consumption 
In TCG Unit, Tons] Catalyst Velocity at Upper End of Lift Pipe, 
Day/IOOT/_Hn Circula 

on 

Feet Per Second 

1o 
17.5 __________________________________________ __ 
22.5 

. 25 

. 75 

.0 

The minimum required velocity at the upper end of the 
lift passage may be conveniently expressed in terms of 
catalyst equilibrium velocity and this has been found to 
be a function of the diameter of the upper end of the 
lift pipe. It has been found that, in order to prevent 
reñuxing of catalyst in the upper section of the‘lift pas 
sage with resultant excessive catalyst attrition, the average 
catalyst equilibrium velocity at the upper end of the lift 
pipe should always be equal to or greater than: 

Ue(top)=0.17Dtop 
where Dtop is the internal diameter of the upper end of 
the lift pipe in inches. 

Thus, according to the preferred form of this inven 
tion, the gas velocity Ug at any level along the lift passage 
length should be at least equal to: ` ` 

1118811 
-oimmqgaroupm 

t 

and preferably at least equal to: 

UH=C2 i 

+I:(516+0.132110?-olmtwïlg-a-oimto, 
mean t 

while at the same time the average velocity of the cata 
lyst particles at the upper end of the lift passage should 
be maintained below about 35 feet per second and pref 
erably below about 25 feet per second. Alternatively, 
the relationship between the diameter of the upper end 
of the lift pipe and the minimum catalyst velocity 
required at the upper end of the lift pipe may be expressed 
in terms of catalyst rise above the upper end of the lift 

i) 
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45 
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55 

pipe in the expanded separation zone. For example, .for 
diameters of 3.25 inches, 20.13 inches and 39.25 inches 
at the upper end of the lift pipe, the minimum catalyst 
velocities should be 0.5, 12 and 16 feet per second re 
spectively. The minimum catalyst rise above the upper 
end ̀ of the lift pipe for the same top diameters should be 
G25-0.35 feet, 8-10 feet and 12-14 feet. respectively in 
order to prevent the solids issuing from the pipe from 
settling back into the upper end of the pipe.` 

In the preferred form of this invention lboth the gas 
velocity along the various levels of lthe lift passage and 
also the catalyst velocity at the‘upper end. of the lift pas 
sage are controlled Within those critical ranges discussed 
hereinabove within which a minimum of catalyst attri 
tion will occur. It has ïbeen found that this may be 
done in 4the case of relatively short lifts without the 
necessity of decelerating the catalyst prior toits issuance 
from the upper end of the lift. However, when an at 
tempt was made to employ i-n relatively high commercial 
size lifts the gas velocities along the lower section of 
the lift and catalyst velocity at the upper end of the lift 
which had been found fto properly restrict attrition in 
relatively short lifts, severe catalyst attrition rates were 
encountered. It was discovered as pointed out herein 
above, that unexpectedly the critical minimum gas velocity 
at` the lower end of the lift below 'which catalyst attri 
tion is excessive, is dependent upon the height of the lift 
so that for lifts above certain heights the gas velocity 
required at the bottom of the lift is so high as to result 
in excessiveattrition promoting catalyst velocities (above 
25-35 feet per second) at the top of the lift. It was 
then discovered that by controlling the gas velocity at 
the lower end of or along the lift pipe within the critical 
range characteristic of the particular lift height ̀ involved 
and at the same time eifecting a deceleration of the cata 
lyst in the upper 25-50 percent portion of the lift passage 
so ̀ that its Velocity is within the critical range character 
istic of lthe diameter at the upper end of the lift as dis 
cussed hereinabove, then catalyst attrition. could success 
fully be maintained at practical overall minimum values 
even for lift pipes of very `great height. In general, it 
has been found that in order to obtain the combined ad 
vantages of the several interrelated discoveries disclosed 
herein, provision must be made for effecting decelera 
tion of Ithe catalyst within an upper portion of the l-ift 
passage ̀ either by removal of gas from the stream at in 
termediate levels or by properly expanding the passage di 
ameter at successively higher levels whenever the vertical 
height of the lift passage is in excess of that defined by 
the equation: 

Het-57 @5J-Grown@-(gewann 
PbTt 

where Ht is the total vertical height of the lift passage, 
Cum) and Cmnt.) Íare the terminal velocities of the aver 

‘ age granular solids at the upper and lower ends of the 

60 

65 

lift passage respectively, Pt and Pb are ̀ the absolute pres 
sures at the upper and lower ends of the lift passage 
respectively, and Tt and Tb Kare the absolute gas tempera 
tures at the upper and lower ends of the lift passage re 
spectively. While the above equation is intended to be 
of general application, it has been found 'that where the 
catalyst velocity at the upper end of the lift passage is 
to 'be maintained substantially above about 25 feet per 
second but below about 35 feet per second, deceleration 
of the catalyst in the lift pipe must be provided when the 
lift height exceeds that defined by the equation: 

The limits disclosed above for catalyst velocity at the 
upper end of the lift passage and for gas velocity within 
the lift passage are broadly applicable to granular solids 
within the range about 1/2 inch to 100 mesh Tyler (pref 
erably 4~6U mesh), 20-130 pounds per cubic foot (pref-V 
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.erably 30470 pounds per cubicv foot) density, and 60-100 
and ̀preferably V804100 hardness bythe hardness test de 
_scribed hereinbelow. The critical maximum catalyst 
velocity at the upper end of the lift passage may vary 
somewhat for materials outside the specified hardness 
range, being lower for softer materials and higher for 
harder materials. As »to the size distribution of the con 
ta`<`i`t material stream towhich the above discussed critical 
velocity limits apply, at yleast about 98 percent of the 
contact _material should fall Within a range of particle 
average diameters wherein the ratio of maximum to mini 
mumf'particle'average diameter is below 5 and prefer 
ablvbelow‘ 2.5; ‘ 
The hardness test referred to above is one wherein 

an 80 cc.i2 cc. sample of the granular material falling 
within a determined screen analysis ran-ge is poured into 
a 31,/2 inch dìameter,Í-by`3% inch high can with full top 
opening ̀ friction ñt lid. ' The wall of the can is 
0,010:f:`.001 inch thick. Eight smooth surface steel balls 
of 45A@ inch diameter (55 i0.5 grams per ball) are added 
to the can. The can is then closed, positioned on a 
roller machine with its axis horizontal and rolled at about 
80 r.pf.m. about its axis for 1 hour. The sample is then 
screened over Tyler Standard Screen of next largest num 
ber above the number corresponding to the smallest par 
ticles 4intheoriginal sample, for example, the original 
sample fell within the range No. y3-5 Tyler screen size, 
a'No. 6'Tyler screen would ybe used. The Hardness 
Index is ‘the weight material retained on the screen in 
th’eï‘ñnal screen analysts (i.e. the No. 6 screen in the above 
eXaÍHPle)`tiu1es 100 divided by ,the weight of the original 
sample.` As an example, in the case of spherical gel 
catalyst granules, the catalyst is ytempered ’at 1050° F. 
for v3 hours in bone dry atmosphere and screened -to pro 
vide `a sample »falling within the range No. 3_5 Tyler 
screen size. This sample is then rolled as described and 
therolled material is lscreened over a No. 6 screen using 
apstandard Ro-Top machine. ` 

',Ilhe velocity limits discussed hereinabove further apply 
to operations in >which the' stream density in the lift pas 
sage is within fthe range about 0.002 to 20 pounds per 
cubicfoot andpr'eferably within the range about 0.5-3.0 
l'a'oufnds'per> cubic foot. The average pressure drop per 
foot of lift pipe may range from 1.4><105 to 0.14 pound 
per square inch per foot of lift pipe length and preferably 
from 3.5'><10'3 to 2.1>< 10-2 pounds per square inch per 
foot „depending upon the lift height and other operating 
conditions." Thellift passage may range from 5-'400 feet 
and preferably 'from 40-300 feet high and from one inch 
to six feet and preferably 3”-48” diameteror equivalent 
thereoffin cross~sectional area. 
As 4has been pointed out hereinabove, it has been 

found that in some cases the required critical minimum 
gas velocity may be maintained within the lift pipe with 
out exceeding the maximum critical catalyst velocity limit 
at the upper end of the lift passage even with a lift pas 
sageof'unifor’m cross-section along its length,l i.e. 

Amex. 
[116811 

= 1 .0 

For example, the equation: 

Amean 

may be,satisfied without exceeding a top catalyst velocity 
of 35'Íe`et `per `secondin lift operations where the gas 
expansion across the lift is 1.136 and 1.34 of its entry 
volume for lift pipes having lengths of about 132 and 56 
feet respectively. Lift pipes llonger than those mentioned 
in 4the above examples in absence of intermediate gas 
withdrawal kdiscussed hereinafter, would have to be 
tapered in order to prevent the top catalyst velocity from 
exceeding y35 feet per second. In general, the lift pipe 
need Anot be tapered as long as both the equation for 
minimum gas 'velocity within the lift and the set maxi 
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mum catalyst velocity limit atthe top of the lift are both 
met. Usually and preferably, a tapered lift pipe is em 
ployed for the b_est operation evenfor relatively short lift 
pipes and when employed the ratio of 

Amal. 
ADIGE!! 

should be broadly within the range about LOS-3.0 and 
preferably 'within the range L10-1.8. Preferably the 
level along the lift pipe at which its cross-sectional area 
is equal to the average cross-sectional area for the pipe 
is at _a level within the _range 50-75 percent of the _total 
pipe length above its lower end. The ratio of v 

Aminimurn 
A111981) 

for tapered lift pipes should be within the range 0.3-0.95 
and preferably within the range 0.60.9. In general, the 
relation between the amount of taper and the height _o_f 
the lift pipe according to the ypreferred form of this in 
vention may be expressed by the following equation: 

where At is at the horizontal cross-sectional area of the 
lift pipe at its upper end in square feet, A is the area at 
any given level in square feet, H is the `distance in feet 
below the upper end of the lift pipe to that given level, 
X is a constant within the range 1.0)(10-3 to S.0><l03 
Y is a constant within the range 1.0><10"6 to 6.0><1`()6 
and Z is a constant within the range 10X10-11 to 
+ 1.0 X 10-1”. 
A preferred form of lift pipe is shown in Figure 11, in 

which the lift pipe 25 is gradually tapered along its entire 
length above the mouth piece 35. In this form, a con 
venient design may include a lower 50~75 percent por 
tion of the form of an inverted hollow frustrum of a 
cone and an upper 25-50 percent portion having its 
sides ñared along the arc of >a circle. The ratio of the 
crossesectional area at the base of the frustoconical sec 
tion to the upper end of said section should lbe within 
the range about 0.3~0.95 and preferably within the range 
0.6-0.9. The ratio of the areas at the upper extremity 
to that at the lower extremity ofthe 25-50 percent upper 
portion of the lift pipe mentioned above should be within 
the range LOS-3.0 and preferably within the range 1.10 
1.8. 
One example of a lift pipe of the type shownin Figure 

11 involved a lift pipe having a lower frustor-conicalipor 
tion extending 65 percent of the upper length. In this 
example, the diameter of the lift passage was 25.65", 
27”, 29”, 31.7” and 39.3” at the lower end, 50 feet up, 
100 feet up, 150 feet up and 237 lfeet up (upper end) 
respectively. The mean diameter was 30.9”. ¿For this 
lift pipe the ratio of maximum to mean cross-sectional 
area was 1.62 and the ratio of minimum to mean cross 
sectional area was 0.7. The critical minimum catalyst 
equilibrium velocity at the lower end of this lift pipe and 
the average for the lift pipe were about 67.2 feet per 
second and 33.6 feet per second respectively. In a typical 
operation, transferring a bead form catalyst of 0.142 inch 
average particle diameter, and 42 pounds per cubic foot 
settled bed density, (i.e. density measured as poured into 
a receptacle without further packing) 12,120 cubic feet 
per minute (standard conditions) air Was employed to 
transfer 256 tons of catalyst per hour at a temperature of 
about 810° >F. The total pressure drop across the lift 
pipe was about 1.14 pounds per square inch. kThe linear 
gas velocities at the lower and upper ends of the lift pipe 
were 141 and 59 feet per second respectively. ` The cata 
lyst equilibrium velocity at the lower and upper ends of 
the lift pipe were 90.6 and 8.8 feet per second respectively. 
The catalyst velocities in the lift pipe were 46.5 feet per 
’second average, 68.0 feet per second maximum and 17.5 
feet per ëçççnd _at the upper end of the lift passage. The 
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Hôwing density of the lift‘stream was about 0.58 pound 
per cubic foot. The attrition at the time of an early run 
on a new catalyst was about 0.75 ton per` day for each 
100 tons‘per hour of catalyst passed through the lift pipe 
and this corresponds to about‘0.53 ton per day on the 
basis of an “equilibrium catalyst”, i.e., a catalyst which 
has been circulated through the unit for a period of time 
so that it becomes more resistant to attrition. The cata 
lyst involved in this example was a synthetic silica 
alumina‘gel prepared in the manner described in United 
States Patent No. 2,384,949, issued September 18, 1945. 

Referring to Figure 19, there is given a plot of data 
obtained during the operation of the above described lift 
pipe showing the marmer in which catalystV attrition is 
affected by variation of the total volumetric rate of gas 
flow to the lift passage. In this case, it will be noted that 
a change in total gas feed rate for a given iixed lift not 
only affects the gas velocity along the lift but also the 
catalyst velocity at its upper end. The resulting attrition 
variation is, therefore, due to both factors in this case. 

In another and preferred example of a pneumatic 
transfer device of the type shown in Figure 11, the diam 
eter at the bottom, 50 feet up, 100 feet up, 150 feet up and 
200 feet up (upper end) were 15%", 161/8", 161%", 18" 
and 20%" respectively. The critical minimum catalyst 
equilibrium velocity at the bottom of this pipe was 49-50 
feet per second (See Figure 5). The critical minimum 
average catalyst equilibrium velocity for the full length 
of the lift pipe was about 25 feet per second, as shown 
in Figure 3. 

Typical examples of the operation of this lift pipe are 
given in Table III below. In Table III, runs A, B and C 
represent operations on the same synthetic silica-alumina 
gel bead catalyst mentioned in the example above, while 
run D involved an operation on a natural montmorillo 
nite clay type pelleted catalyst of about 0.165 inch mean 
diameter, and about 44 pounds per cubic foot loose den 
sity as poured into a measuring container. 
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air velocity at the lower end of the lift pipe 56 feet per 
second; andthe catalyst velocity at the upper end was 10 
feet per second. The critical minimum bottom linear gas 
velocity for this lift pipe is about 50 feet per second. 

Turning to Figure 16, there is shown a lift pipe which 
may be similar to those shown in Figures 11 or 12 except 
for curvature at the lower end designed to maintain the 
gas velocity at that location equal to rather than substan 
tially above the critical minimum. In Figure 17 there is 
shown a lift pipe having a very'rapid expansion in cross 
section near its lower end. This lift pipe .is `designed spe 
ciñcally for use where a cold lift gas is employed to con 
vey an initially hot catalyst. In the case of the lift pipe 
shown in Figure 18 while the passage is in the main of 
progressively larger cross-section at successively higher 
levels there is an intermediate section of restricted cross 
section near its lower end. This is designed to provide 
the proper gas velocity all along the lift pipe when an 
initially hot lift gas is employed to transferv an initially 
cold granular material. , 

While this invention in a preferred form involves lift 
pipes which are tapered substantially all along their en 
tire lengths as shown in Figures` 11 and 12, for example, 
or along at least `a substantial upper portion of their 
lengths as shown in Figure 13, it should be understood 
that the expression “progressively increasing horizontal 
cross-sectional area at successively higher levels,” is em 
ployed herein in ̀ describing and claiming this invention in 
a sense sufficiently broad to include any of the forms of 
the invention shown in Figures 11-18. 

While the catalyst deceleration in the upper 25-50 per 
cent of the lift passage length is preferably accomplished 
by tapering the lift passage, it is also contemplated with 
in the broad scope of this invention that the catalyst de 
celeration may be accomplished by withdrawal of a por 
tion of the lift gas from one or more points along the 
lift stream, particularly along the upper portion thereof. 
A suitable arrangement for this method of operation is 

Table Ill 

Average Cata- ' Pressure in Lift Pipe, Catalyst 
lyst Velocity Lift Steam Average Lift Average Inches of Hg Attrìtion 

Catalyst Throughput At Upper End Stream Lift Gas Linear Tempera- e, 
‘1 Tons/Hour of Lift Pipe, Density, Gas Velocity, ture, °F. Tons/Day Run 

11u/See. #Cu. Ft #/Hr. Feet/See. i Top Bottom AP Per 100 Tons 
' Throughput 

8, 515 101. 4 727 20. 8 22. 6 1.80 0.130 A 
8, 529 103. 1 728 19. l 22. 72 3. 62 0. 199 B 
8, 498 112.3 705 16. 5 22. 42 5` 92 0. 375 C 
8, 680 109 708 17. 34 20. 88 3. 54 0. 40 . D 

form all along its length as shown in Figure 12 or along 
an upper portion of its length with the lower portion 
being of uniform cross-section as shown in Figure 13. 
Alternatively, the lift pipe may be made of two or more 
uniform sections of different diameter, connected togeth 
er by suitable adapter members, the sections being so ar 
ranged that sections of progressively increasing diameter 
are located at successively higher levels. Such an ar 
rangement is shown in Figure 14. A similar two section 
lift pipe 25 with suitable catalyst supply pipe 150 and 
gas supply -bend 151 is shown in Figure l5. In a pro 
posed lift pipe of this type the lower portion -was 5 inches 
diameter and 29 feet long and the upper portion was 6 
inches in diameter and 14 feet long. 'Ihe adapter piece 
was 2 feet long. The catalyst transfer may be effected 
by applying suction to the separator surrounding the up 
per end of this lift pipe so that the pressure at the upper 
end of the lift pipe is about 14.2 pounds per square inch 
absolute and that at the lower ends is about 14.7 pounds 
per square inch absolute. In order to transfer 4 tons per 
hour of the catalyst mentioned in the previous examples 
the following operating conditions are recommended: air 
rate 2400 pounds per hour at atmospheric temperature; 

desired, the ylift passage may be of frusto~conical 
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`shown in Figure 20. In Figure 20, there is shown a 
lift pipe 100 of uniform cross-sectional area along its 
length extending upwardly from a mixing chamber 101 
to a separator 102. The chamber 101 is a suñicient dis 
tance below ground level to permit feeding contact ma~ 
terial thereto through a gravity feed conduit 103 of suf 
iicient length to provide a `Contact material head greater 
than the pressure in the mixing chamber. The conduit 
103 is open to the atmosphere on its upper end which 
is shortly above ground level and contact material from 
one of the contacting vessels is supplied thereto via pipe 
104. In this arrangement, three concentrically arranged 
cylindrical nozzles of different diameter and lengths are 
connected through the bottom of chamber 101. Each of 
the nozzles 105, 106 and 107 is provided with an inde 
pendent gas supply pipe 108, 109 and 110 respectively. 
Only one air stream is employed at any one time and the 
rate of catalyst transfer for a given amount of gas flow de 
pends upon the nozzle in use, being greater the greater 
the gap between the upper end of the nozzle and the lower 
end of the lift pipe mouth piece 120. When a pressure 
type pneumatic conveyor is employed the separated lift 
gas passes from separator 102 to a stack orto a secondary 
separator via pipe 150. `If desired, the pneumatic con' 
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veyor maybe a vacuum lift instead of a pressure lift in 
which case the lift gas maybe a condensible vapor such 
as steam which passes'via pipe 151 to barometric con 
denser 121 wherein it is condensed to produce the vacuum 

the catalyst would tend to reflux then the catalyst is sul»A 
stantially decelerated in an upper portion of the lift pas 
sage and the decelerated catalyst stream is discharged in~ 
to an expanding settling zone in which the stream »is 

for effecting the contact material transfer. The use of 5- further decelerated to eiîect separation of the catalyst 
steam or a condensible lift gas in conjunction with a from the lift gas'. 
barometric condenser in »a pneumatic transfer system is It is to be understood that the specific examples of ap 
disclosed and claimed in United States patent application paratus design and arrangement and of operation and ap 
Serial Number 75,642, filed February 10, 1949, now U.S. plication of this invention are intended only as illustrative 
Patent No. 2,684,927. A> number of downwardly slop- l0 and it is intended to cover all changes and modifications, 
ing pipes 112, 113 and 114 extend downwardly from of the examples of the invention herein chosen for pur 
vertically spaced points along an upper portion of the poses of the disclosure, which do not constitute depart 
lift pipe to separators 115, V116 and 117 respectively. ures from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
These separators have gas outlet connections terminating We claim: 
in gas outlet manifold 118. Sufficient gas is withdrawn 15 l. A method for transfer of granular solid material> 
through one or more of the outlet pipes 112, 113 and 114 from one level to a higher level without excessive attri- 
to maintain the catalyst velocity at the desired level at tion and breakage of the granular material which com- 
the upper end of the lift pipe, but care is taken not to prises: mixing said granular material with a lift gas in a> 
reduce the stream velocity at the points of gas withdrawal zone at the lower level and passing the granular materialA 
to a level which would cause serious reñuxing of contact 20 Suspended in said lift gas upwardly as a conñned sub 
rnaterial in the lift passage. The rate of gas withdrawal Stalltially Vertical Stream into a Separation Zone 0f Silb 
rnay be controlled by valves 13o, 131 and 132 on pipes stantially greater horizontal Cross Section than Said C011 
112, 113, and 114, respectively or by valves (not shown) lined stream; effecting i'aPid aeeelel'atiell 0f the granular 
on the gas outlet lines from the several separators. It material in the lower portion of said Stream t0 a lineal' 
has been found that very Álittle catalyst is entrained in 25 VelCieity abOVe that at Which eXCeSSiVe feiluXiUg 0f the, 
the gas withdrawn through pipes 112, 113 and 114 pro- material in the lift Would be elleeuntel'ed by conm-’lling 
vided that these pipes oonneet into the vertical lift pas- the rate of lift gas supply t0 maintain the ylinear velocity 
sage either at right angles or preferably with a downward 0f the lift gas, Ug, at the lOWer end of said stream at. 
slope from the horizontal. Any material which is en- leaSt equal t0 that required by the equation, 
trained passes via pipes 125, 126 and 127 back to the feed 30 A 
leg 103. Transferred contact material passes from the Ugtbotpzc'ttbom?l“(S+-12H0# 
bottom of separator 102 via pipe 135 either to a surge me“ 
chamber or contacting vessel. The specific method of where Amax, is the maximum horizontal cross-sectional 
controlling the velocity of `the contact material at the area of said ̀ lift stream, and Amm, is the mean horizontal 
upper end of the lift passage and at points along the lift 35 cross-sectional area of said lift stream, and CMO@ is. 
passage by withdrawal of gas at one or more intermedi- the terminal velocity of the average sized contact mate-v 
ate points along the lift pipe is disclosed and claimed in rial at the lower end of saidllstream under the CQIifiitions> 
copending United States patent application Serial Num- involved, and Ht‘iis >the vertical length of said lift stream 
'ber 211,344, filed February 16, 1951, now abandoned. . _above its lower end and is in excess of that expressed 

Typical examples of the operation of a straight 3" 40 by the equation, 
diameter, 40 feet high lift pipe having intermediate gas P T 
outlet ports, similar to the lift pipe shown in Figure 20 H¢=8.32|:(35+Üt<topr)¿3iî1ì(8~0+0t<bot.i)1 
are Set forth in Table 1v. This lift pipe utilized air snp- b ‘ 
plied under the required pressure as the transfer gas and where CWOP) and Cum.) are the terminal velocities of 
employs the type of lift feed tank shown in Figure 1. 45 the average granular solids at the upper and lower ends 

Table IV 

Pressure in Lift Catalyst 
Catalyst Average Oata- Average Lift ipe, Attrition Lift 
Through- lyst Velocity Air Lift Gas Gas Linear Average Inches of Hg AP Rate, Stream 
put, At Upper End Charge, Std. Velocity, Tempera- Tons/Day Density, 

Tons/Hour of Lift Pipe, Cu. Ft./Mi.u. Feet/Sec. ture, °F. Per 100 Tons #/Cu. Ft. 
Feet/Sec. Top Bottom Throughput 

7.85 _______ _ _ 8. e 122 4o. 9 69 `3o 3s s o. 028 9. s 
8.o ........ __ 10. s 137. 5 42. 9 72 3o 3s. 2 s. 2 o. 111 s. o 
12.7 _______ __ l1. o 134 43. o 70 3o 41 11 o. 104 12. 4 

This invention is in its broadest form considered to be of said lift stream respectively, Pt and Pb are the absolute 
generic to control of the catalyst velocity at the upper end pressures at the upper and lower ends of said lift stream 
of the lift pipe both by withdrawal of gas at intermediate 30 respectively and Tt and Tb are the absolute gas tempera- 
points and by gradual expansion in the lift stream hori- tures at the upper and lower ends of the lift passage 
zontal cross-section. It will be noted that in its preferred respectively; and causing the granular material to decel 
form this invention differs radically from previous pneu- erate at least along an upper portion of said lift stream 
matic transfer methods in that whereas in previous` meth- so that it reaches a velocity at the upper end of said 
ods the rate of catalyst and gas flow gradually increase 65 stream which is substantially below the maximum velocity 
toward the upper end of the lift passage as the gas ex- attained by said granular material in the lift stream and 
pands due to pressurerdrop across the lift passage, by which is below about 35 feet per second but above about 
the preferred method of this invention the rate of oatlyst 5 feet per second; discharging Said Stream upwardly from 
and gas flow gradually decrease as the upper end of the said conñned streaminto said separation zone, whereby 
flift passage is approached. In other words, in the pre- 70 ÍtS VelOClty deefeaSeS and the granular material C_lTOPS. 
ferred method of this invention the catalyst being trans- iIltO a lOWef POftiOIl '0f Said Separation Zone and iS Sepa> 
ferred is `forced into the lower iend of a lift passage sus- rated from thelift gas; andfwithdrawing the lift gas _from 
p_ended in a .lift gas, rapidly accelerated inl a lower por- said separation zone separately of the granular material.l 
tion of the _lift passage by means of the gas so that the Y2` A methodfor transfer of granular solids from one 
granules _quickly reach amlnimum velocity below which 75,1evel to a higher levelwithout „excessiveattrition ,of thef 
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Solids which comprises, passing said granular solids sus 
pended in a lift gas upwardly‘through a conñned lift 
passage to à receiving zone at the higher level, and main 
'taining the linear velocity, Ug, of said gas at every level 
'along‘the lower half of said lift passage approximately 
equal to that defined by the equation, 

9.6 Amir. 

'where C, `is the characteristic terminal velocity of the 
'average sized granular solids under the conditions in 
volved, H is the distance in feet below the upper end of 
`said lift passage at any given level, Ht is the total length 
of said lift passage in feet and is in excess of that which 
will require a velocity Ug along a lower portion of the 
lift suñicient to accelerate the granular solids to a linear 
velocity substantially in excess of 25 feet per second, 
Amax. is the maximum horizontal cross-sectional area of 
said lift passage in square feet and Amm, is the mean 
horizontal cross-sectional area of said lift passage in 
square feet, and substantially decelerating the flow along 
the upper portion of said passage to maintain the average 
linear velocity of the granular solids at the upper end of 
said lift passage within the range about l0 to25 feet per 
second. 

`3. A'method for transfer of granular solid material 
from one level to a higher level without excessive attri 
tion and breakage of the granular material which com 
prises: mixing said granular material with a lift gas in a 
zone at the lower level and passing the granular material 
suspended in said lift gas upwardly as a confined sub~ 
stantially vertical stream into a separation zone of sub 
stantially greater horizontal cross section than said con 
ñned stream; causing the granular material to accelerate 
in the lower portion of said stream to a velocity in excess 
of 25 feet per second and controlling the rate of lift gas 
supply to maintain the linear velocity of the lift gas Us 
at any level along said confined stream at least equal to 
that required by the equation, 

Where Ct is the terminal velocity at the level in question 
of granular material of the average size material under 
the conditions involved, H is the distance in feet below 
the upper end of said stream to the level in question, 
Amm is the maximum horizontal cross~sectional area of 
said stream in square feet, Amean is the mean horizontal 
cross-sectional area of said stream in square feet, and 
Ht is the total length of said stream in feet and is in 
excess of that delined by the equation, 

where Cmop) and Cwwg) are the terminal velocities of 
the average granular solids at the upper and lower ends 
of said stream respectively, P», and Pb are the absolute 
pressures at the upper and lower ends of said stream 
respectively, and Tt and Tb are the absolute gas tempera~ 
tures at the upper and lower ends of the lift passage 
respectively; decelerating the catalyst ñow along an upper 
portion of said stream to maintain the average velocity 
of the granular material at the upper end thereof below 
about 25 feet per second; reversing the direction of the 
granular material ñow after it discharges into said separa 
tion zone and dropping it down onto a bed thereof maín~ 
tained in said separation zone. ` 

4. A method for transfer of granular solid material 
:from a zone at one level to a second zone at a higher 
level without excessive attrition and breakage of the 
granular material which comprises: mixing said gran 
ular material with a lift gas in said iirst zone and passing 
it, 'suspended in said lift gas, upwardly therefrom as a 
,coniined, 'substantially vertical stream discharging .at a 
l‘higherI level >into said second zone; elîecting rapid ac 
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celeration of the granular material to a` velocity sub 
stantially in excess of 35 feet per seco-nd whichV is suñì 
ciently high to avoid substantial reñuxing of the ‘grane 
ular material in the lower section of said conñned stream, 
causing the gas to progressively deceleratefiii linear 
velocity as it passes upwardly _to higher levels in both 
the lower and upper halves of said stream and màin~ 
taining the average linear velocity of said lift gas over 
the total’ length of said lift stream at least equal to that 
expressed by the equation, f 

mean 

and below that expressed by the equation, 

Ug<.„.,.>=0«m.)+0.7<9.6+0.132H»§21e 
` menn 

where Ht is the total length of said lift stream in feet, 
Amm and Ame,m are respectively the maximum and 
mean cross-sectional area for flow in said lift stream in 
square feet, >and Cmave.) is the average terminal velocity 
through said lift stream in feet per second of the average 
granular solids, and further controlling the flow along 
the upper portion of said stream to cause the granular 
solids to decelerate to a velocity within the range about 
5-35 feet per second as the granules reach the upper end 
of said stream; reversing the direction of the granular 
material flow after it discharges into said second zone 
and dropping it down onto a bed thereof maintained in 
said second zone. 

5. A method for transfer of granular solid material 
from one level to a higher level without excessive attri 
tion and breakage of the granular material which com 
prises; mixing said granular material with a lift gas in 
a zone at the lower level and passing the granular mate 
rial suspended in said lift gas upwardly as a confined 
substantially vertical stream into a separation zone of 
substantially greater horizontal cross-section than said 
confined stream; controlling the rate of lift gas supply 
to effect rapid acceleration of the granular material in 
the lower portion of the confined lift stream to a linear 
velocity above that at which excessive reñuxing of the 
granular material would occur along said stream and to 
maintain the average linear velocity Ugœvg), of said lift 
gas over the total length of said confined stream at least 
equal to that required by the equation, 

mean 

and below that conforming to the expression, 

where CWM.) is the average terminal velocity of the 
average contact material granules over the total length 
of said lift stream under the conditions involved, Amm 
is the maximum cross~sectional area of said lift stream 
in square feet, Amean is the mean cross-sectional area 
of said lift stream in square feet, and Ht is the total ele 
vational rise of the lift stream in feet and being in ex 
cess of that which would require in the first named equa~ 
tion a value of Ug which would cause a granular mate 
rial velocity within a lower portion of said stream in ex 
cess of 25 feet per second; eíîecting a deceleration of 
the granular material along an upper portion of said 
stream to provide an average velocity of the granular 
material at the upper end of said stream within the 
range about l0~25 feet per second, said velocity range 
being attained in part by control of the rate of gas 
supply to the confined lift stream and in part by expand 
ing the lift stream in horizontal cross-section at least 
along an upper portion of said stream so that the ratio 

Amal, 
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is within the range LOS-3.0 and the ratio of the mini 
stream cross-sectional area to its mean cross-siec 

tional area is within the range 0.3-0.95; reversing the 
direction of the granular material flow after it discharges 
into said second zone and dropping it down onto a bed 
thereof maintained in said second zone. 

6. `In a hydrocarbon conversion process wherein a 
granular contact material is passed cyclically through at 
least two contacting zones, one being a reaction zone 
wherein it flows downwardly as a substantially compact 
column while contacting a ñuid hydrocarbon charge to 
effect conversion of ̀ said charge to gasiform products and 
the other zone being a reconditioning zone wherein the 
contact material flows downwardly as a substantially 
compact column while being contacted wit-h a suitable 
gas to eifect its reconditioning for reuse in said conver 
sion zone, the improved method for effecting transfer 
of contact material from one of said contacting Zones to 
the other which comprises: withdrawing contact mate 
rial downwardly from the lower section of one of said 
contacting zones as a substantially compact gravitating 
stream of sufficient length and ysufficiently restricted 
cross-section to prevent substantial escape of gas from 
said contacting zone; delivering said stream to a loca 
_tion where it is mixed with a suitable lift gas to effect 
its suspension therein; then passing said contact mate 
rial suspended in said lift gas upwardly as a confined, 
substantially vertical stream, causing the contact material 
to rapidly accelerate in the lower section of said _stream 
to a linear velocity which is in excess of 35 feet per sec 
ond, causing the contact material to substantially de 
celerate from its maximum linear Velocity by gradually 
increasing the horizontal cross~sectional area of said 
confined stream at least along the upper portion thereof; 
controlling the rate of expansion of stream cross-section 
and the rate of lift gas supplied to said stream to main 
tain the average linear velocity of the contact material 
at the upper end of said stream below about 35 feet per 
second and further to maintain the gas velocity Ug at all 
levels along the stream at least equal to that required by 
the equation, ' 

Amex.V Uß-CeflHta-,nlßlml 
where Ct is the terminal velocity at the level in question 
of granular material of the average size material under 
the conditions involved, H is the distance in feet below 
the upper end of said stream to the level inquestion, Hb 
is the total length of said lift stream in feet, Am„x_ is the 
maximum horizontal cross-sectional area of said stream 
in square feet and Amean is the mean horizontal cross 
sectional area of said stream in square feet and the ratio 

Amßx. 
Amenn 

is within the range of LOS-3.0; discharging the mixed gas 
and contact material from the upper end of said stream 
upwardly into a separation zone of substantially greater 
horizontal cross-sectional area ‘than said stream, whereby 
the contact material settles in said separation zone and 
is separated from the lift gas; and flowing the separated 
contact material downwardly to the other of said con 
tacting zones. 

7. In a process wherein a granular contact material is 
passed cyclically through two contacting zones, one being 
a reaction zone wherein it ñows downwardly as a _sub 
stantially compact column while contacting a íiuid hydro 
carbon charge to effect conversion of said charge to „gasi 
form products and the other being a reconditioning zone 
wherein the _contact material ñows Vdownwardlyas a sub 
stantially compact column while being contacted 4with _a 
suitable gas to effect its reconditioning for reuse in> said 
reaction zone, the improved method for effecting trans 
ter of contact material from vone of said contacting zones 
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to the other as a confined pneumatic lift stream through a` 
vertical distance in excess of that delined by the equation, 

-<96+C<Q>°,°~>l] o 
where CWOP) and Ct(b„t_) are the terminal velocities of the 
average granular solids at the upper and lower ends of 
said lift stream respectively, Pt and Pb are the absolute 
pressures at the upper and lower ends of said lift stream 
respectively, and T t and Tb are the absolute gas temperaf 
tures at the upper and lower ends of the lift passage re~` 
spectively, which method comprises ñowing said contact 
material downwardly as a substantially compact, con-_ 
tinuons stream from one of said contacting zonesl to a 
location where its suspension in a stream o_f lift gas is 
effected, passing the contact material suspended iny the 
lift gfdS upwardly through a confined lift passage while 
rapidly accelerating the upward contact material'flow'in 
a ̀ lower portion of said lift passage, until the contact ma# 
terial reaches a velocity above that at which it will _reflux 
in said' lift stream, said velocity being well in excess of _25 
feet per second, thereafter decelerating the contact '_ma 
terial flow in an upper portion of said lift passage and dis 
charging it from the upper end of said passage at an aver 
age within the range about 10-25 linear velocity feet per 
second into a separation zone, further decelerating Í'the 
upward velocity of the contact material in said separation 
zone so that the contact material drops downwardly in 
said Zone, and then ñowing the contact material down 
wardly through the other of said contacting zones. ‘ 

8. ln a process wherein a granular solid material _is 
pneumatically transferred upwardly through a confined 
lift passage from a first level to a higher level suspended 
in a ̀ stream of lift gas and wherein the >height of fsaidlift 
passage is such as to require linear velocities of the`_solid 
material in the lower portion of said lift passage substan 
tially in excess of 35 feet per second in order to prevent 
reliuxing of the solid material, the improved method „for 
separating the granular material from the lift gas which 
comprises, effecting deceleration of said stream to reduce 
the average velocity of the granular material particles to 
a level below about 35 feet per second but above about„5 
feet per second before said material leaves said lift pas 
sage, then discharging the decelerated streamupwardly 
into an enlarged settling zone where the velocity is fur,d 
ther rapidly decelerated until the granular material re~ 
verses its direction of flow and begins to fall, permitting 
the granular material to fall onto a receiving lsurface so 
as to become separated from the lift gas and separately 
withdrawing the lift gas from said settling zone. 

9. A method for transfer of granular solids from a 
first level to a second higher level without excessive attri 
tion and breakage which comprises, mixing said granular 
material at said first level with a suitable lift gas to effect 
its suspension therein, passing the mixed granular ma. 
terial and gas upwardly from said first level as a con 
fined, substantially vertical stream, while controlling the 
gas velocity to provide rapid acceleration of the granular 
material in a Ñlower section of said stream to a velocity 
above the minimum at which substantial refluxing of the 
granular material in the stream would occur which ve» 
locity as required by the height of the confined Ylift stream 
is above about 25 feet per second, gradually expanding the 
coniined stream in lateral size at successively higher levels 
to such an extent that the granular material substantially 
decelerates in velocity in an upper section of said stream, 
discharging the decelerated stream into an enlarged sepa 
ration zone after it has been decelerated to a velocity 
which will project the granular material upwardly only 
a short distance in said separation zone above the level 
of its entry thereinto before it starts to drop and catching 
the dropping granular material on the surface of la bed 
maintained in said separation zone only a short distance 
below said 'level of entry into said separation zone.' ' " 
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l0. A method for pneumatically transferring granular 
solid material from a zone at one elevation to a second> 
zone at a higher elevation without excessive attrition and 
breakage of the solid granules which comprises, forcing 
the solid material from said lirst zone into the lower end 
of a conñned lift passage extending upwardly to said sec 
ond zone, rapidly accelerating the solid material granules 
by means of a 'suspending lift gas so that they quickly 
reach a minimum velocity above about 35 _feet per second 
b'elow which reñuxing of the solid material flow would 
occur, and gradually expanding the cross-section of said 
stream so that the solid granules are decelerated before 
they discharge from the upper end of said lift passage to 
an average linear velocity above 5 feet per second and 
below 35 feet per second, discharging the decelerated solid 
material into an expanded settling zone in which the solid 
material rises a short distance and then falls onto an 
accumulation thereof maintained below in said settling 
zone and withdrawing the lift gas from the upper section 
of said settling zone. 

11. An improved apparatus for pneumatic transfer of 
granular contact material comprising a lift feed chamber, 
means to supply contact material to said feed chamber, 
a separation chamber having a gas outlet near its upper 
end positioned a substantial distance above said feed cham 
ber, a substantially vertical lift conduit, open on its ends, 
extending upwardly from a location within said feed 
chamber intermediate its ends to a location within said 
separation chamber, intermediate the ends thereof, said 
conduit taking approximately the form of an inverted 
hollow frustrum of a cone along at least the lower 50-75 
percent portion of the length of said conduit and having 
its sides along the remaining upper 25-50 percent portion 
of its length flared approximately along the arc of a circle, 
the ratio of the horizontal cross-sectional area of said 
conduit at the base thereof to that at the upper end of 
said lower portion of said conduit being within the range 
about 0.3-0.95 and the ratio of the horizontal cross 
sectional areas at the lower end to that at the upper end 
of said upper portion of said conduit being within the 
range LOS-3.0, the upper end of said lift conduit being 
of substantially less horizontal cross-sectional area than 
said separation chamber, and means to supply a lift gas 
to the lower end of said lift conduit. 

12. An improved apparatus for pneumatic transfer of 
granular contact material comprising, a feed chamber 
adapted to confine a bed of contact material, conduit 
means to supply contact material into the upper section 0f 
said feed chamber, a receiving chamber positioned at a 
higher level than said feed chamber, a gas outlet connect 
ed to said receiving chamber near its upper end, an outlet 
for contact material connected to said receiving chamber 
near its lower end, a tapered lift pipe extending upwardly 
from a location within the lower section of but above 
the bottom of said feed chamber to a location within said 
receiving chamber intermediate the upper and lower ends 
thereof, said lift pipe taking approximately the form of a 
hollow frustrum of an inverted cone along at least the 
lower 50-75 percent portion of its length and having its 
sides along the remaining upper 25-50 percent portion of 
its length flared approximately along the arc of a circle, 
the ratio of the horizontal cross-sectional area at the lower 
end of said conduit to that at the upper extremity of 
said lower frustrum portion being within the range about 
0.6-0.90. 

13. An improved apparatus for pneumatic transfer of 
granular contact material comprising, a feed chamber; 
means to supply contact material to said feed chamber; a 
separation chamber positioned a substantial distance above 
said feed chamber; a lift conduit communicating on its 
lower end with said feed chamber and extending upward 
ly to a location within said separation chamber, said lift 
conduit having a gradually increasing cross-sectional area 
at successively higher levels along atleast an‘upper 25 
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50 percent portion in‘cònforman'ceA with the relation exi-á 
pressed by the equation, l 

A_f.. 
A _ 

where At is the cross-sectional area in square feet at; 
the upper end of said lift conduit, A is the area in square. 
feet at any level along at least an upper portion of said 
lift conduit, H is the distance in feet below the upper 
end of the lift pipe to that given level, X is a constant 
within the range 1.0)(10-‘3 to 8.0><103, Y is a constant 
within the range 1.0‘><106 to 6.0><106 and Z is a con 
stant within the range 1.()><l011 to |1.O><lO-10; and 
passage defining means exclusive of said feed chamber 
defining a confined passage for gas supply extending from 
a location outside of said feed chamber to the lower end 
of said lift conduit. 

14. An improved apparatus for pneumatic transfer of 
granular contact material comprising, a feed chamber; 
means to supply granular material to said feed chamber; 
a separation chamber positioned a substantial distance 
above said feed chamber; a gas outlet conduit connecting 
into the upper section of said separation chamber; a 
tapered lift pipe extending upwardly from a location with 
inthe lower section of but above the bottom of said feed 
chamber to a location within said separation chamber 
intermediate the upper ends thereof, said lift pipe having 
its maximum cross-section at the upper end and being 
tapered substantially along its entire length in con 
formance with the relationship, 
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where At is the cross-sectional area in square feet at the 
upper end of said lift conduit, A is the area in square feet~ 
at any level along at least an upper portion of said lift; 
conduit, H is the distance in feet below the upper end of,h 
the lift pipe to that given level, X is a constant within the; 
range l.0>< l0“3 to 8.0>< 10-3, Y is a constant within the‘l 
range 1.0><10"6 to 6.0)(10"6 and Z is a constant within: 
the range 1.0><10“11 to +1.0X10-10; and passage defin» 
ing means exclusive of said feed chamber defining a con» 
fined passage for gas supply extending from a locationi 
outside of said feed chamber to the lower section of saidâ 
lift conduit. 

l5. In a system wherein a granular contact material'. 
is passed cyclically through two contacting chambers, one: 
being a conversion chamber wherein it flows downwardly 
as a substantially compact column while contacting a; 
fluid hydrocarbon charge to effect conversion of said 
charge to gasiform products and the other zone being a 
reconditioning chamber wherein the contact material howsÀ 
downwardly as a substantially compact column while be 
ing contacted with a suitable gas to effect the recondition~ 
ing for reuse in said conversion chamber, the improved 
apparatus for effecting transfer of contact material from 
one of `said contacting chambers to the other which com 
prises in combination; a lift feed chamber located below 
one of said contacting chambers; conduit means for flow 
of contact material from said contacting chamber to the 
upper section of said feed chamber; a separation cham- 
ber having a gas outlet near its upper end positioned at a 
location elevationally above the other of said contacting 
chambers; members defining a passage for contact mate 
rial flow from the lower section of said separation cham-  
ber to said other contacting chamber; a substantially 
vertical lift conduit, open on its ends, extending upwardly 
from a location within said feed chamber intermediate 
its ends to a location within said separation chamber, 
intermediate the ends thereof, said conduit having a sub- V 
stantially smaller cross-sectional area at its upper end than ‘_ 
said separation chamber and being tapered outwardly' at 








